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Excel is a world-class premium performing 
end-to-end infrastructure solution - designed, 
manufactured, supported and delivered - 
without compromise.

With an emphasis on compatibility and standards compliance ‘from cable to cabinet’, reliability and product 
availability, Excel is the complete trusted system. When installed by an accredited Excel Partner, the Excel 
structured cabling system is supported by a comprehensive 25 year warranty programme covering not just 
copper twisted pair cabling, but also optical fibre links and voice multipair backbones.

Since its launch in 1997, Excel has enjoyed formidable growth and market acceptance and has been subject to 
continuous development. Thousands of organisations across a myriad of sectors now rely on Excel to meet, if not 
exceed, their networks’ performance expectations. With distribution and installation partners in over 28 countries, 
the market’s broadest set of traditional and pre-terminated copper 
and optical solutions, and high performance and reliability as 
standard, the Excel structured cabling solution has established itself 
as a major force in the market.

Excel is the number 3 cabling system, with 11% market share, 
as reported in the 2011 UK Market Report from BSRIA, the 
independent market research organisation.

RiT Technologies provides data centres and enterprise 
facilities with leading innovative solutions for intelligent 
network infrastructure, assuring optimised business 
operations, real-time asset management, utilisation 
monitoring and effective infrastructure planning, 
implementation and maintenance.

Delivering sophisticated features such as auto-discovery and real-
time analytics across the infrastructure, RiT transforms traditional 
networks into intelligent, scalable and highly effective networks.

RiT’s advanced solutions are deployed around the world in a 
broad range of enterprise environments, including world-leading 
financial institutions and data centres, organisations, branch offices, 
government agencies, airports and medical institutions.
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Excel announced a strategic partnership with RiT, the market leader 
in network infrastructure management solutions, in April 2010, to 
offer RiT’s EPV™ system in conjunction with the Excel product set.

EPV™ and Excel bring together a simplified solution for Intelligent 
Infrastructure Management (IIM) requirements at a fraction of the 
cost expected by most.  With free firmware updates included within 
the solution, there are no ongoing costs.

EPV™ is a risk-free solution that gives an accurate, real-time picture of an organisation’s cabling infrastructure, at any time  
and any location.   

EPV™ is a ‘plug and play’ cable management system that enables network managers and administrators constant access to 
information on the status of patch panel connections throughout the network.  Designed for ease and simplicity, the EPV™ 
is straightforward to deploy and even easier to use, and does not require any additional software or server installation. 
Information regarding the connections throughout the panels and communication 
racks is constantly and automatically collected by the system, and delivered 
via a user-friendly, permission-based Graphical User Interface (GUI) on Internet 
web-browsers, making it accessible wherever there is Internet connectivity. All 
connectivity changes are detected immediately, enabling the system to send 
notifications and real-time alerts the moment a change occurs, both to the system 
GUI and via email.

Combining the RiT EPV™ product range with the Excel Keystone Jacks enables a user to install an IIM solution for Category 6
A
, 

Category 6 and even Category 5e.  

The EPV™ Intelligent Infrastructure Management system uses a cross connect model. 

The partnership between RiT and Excel results in a warranted solution consisting of:

Excel RiT EPV™

l RJ45 Jacks l Empty Keystone Patch Panel

l Horizontal Cable l Cross Connect Patch Lead

l Telecommunications Outlets l EPV™ Hardware (EPV™  Controller or EPV™ Central & EPV™ Scouts)

l Equipment/Outlet Cords l Attachment Cords

l Switch/Harness Links

With free firmware 
updates included within 
the solution, there are 
no ongoing costs.
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Typical Configurations

Configuring a solution up to 576 Ports

The EPV™ Controller 12 can manage up to 288 ports and the EPV™ 
Controller 24 up to 576 ports.  After selecting the appropriate EPV™ 
Controller, allow for the required number of either the unscreened 
or screened EPV™ empty Keystone Patch Panels to accommodate 
the Excel Toolless Keystone Jacks of the desired performance.  The 
EPV™ empty Keystone Patch Panels are connected to the EPV™ 
Central using the EPV™ Attachment Cord.  The EPV™ Attachment 
Cord, sometimes referred to as the Group B Attachment Cord or the 
‘Y’ lead, connects two EPV™ Patch Panels.  Excel Horizontal Cable, 
Telecommunications Outlets and Equipment/Outlet Cords are 
used.  The EPV™ Patch Cords are used in the cross connect.

Configuring a solution up to 4608 Ports

For installations of a larger scale the use of the EPV™ Central and EPV™ Scout(s) is required.  Each EPV™ Scout can connect up 
to 24 patch panels using the EPV™ Attachment Cord.

Up to 8 EPV™ Scouts may be connected to one EPV™ Central, using standard data cabling with a minimum specification of 
Category 3.

The EPV™ Central communicates with the EPV™ Scouts using RS485 protocol and so the maximum distance for the 
connections is 1200 m, which allows the EPV™ Scouts to be installed in different locations to the EPV™ Central.

Overview of EPV™ Central to EPV™ Scout Configuration
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Detail of EPV™ Scout Configuration

Configuration Examples

Patch Panels 12 24 24* 48 72 96 120 144 168 192

Ports 288 576 576 1152 1728 2304 2880 3456 4032 4608

EPV™ Controller 12 1

EPV™ Controller 24 1

EPV™ Central 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

EPV™ Scout 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

EPV™ Attachment Cords 6 12 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 96

* Offers same management as EPV™ Controller 24, however with ability for future expansion.

Larger installations

Each EPV™ Controller or EPV™ Central based installation is a discrete site.  Each site only uses one IP address on the network.  
This IP address is used to allow connection via an Internet browser.  For larger installations, additional EPV™ Controllers or 
EPV™ Centrals may be installed and treated as separate sites.  Cross connection between sites is not permitted.  However, this 
is not an issue where a site is a separate communications room or floor etc.
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EPV™ Hardware
EPV™ is simple to install. The hardware component of the system (either EPV™ Central and 
EPV™ Scout or an EPV™ Controller, depending upon the topology and size of the network) 
connects easily to panels in the communication racks. Once this hardware is connected 
to the network, EPV™ is ready to start providing comprehensive, up-to-date connectivity 
information that’s needed to manage cabling infrastructure effectively.

As an additional advantage, EPV™ can be upgraded easily to RiT’s PatchView™, the 
industry’s leading full-featured intelligent infrastructure management solution.

Features

l A software embedded application easily 
accessed via a web-browser 

l Enables generation of guided patch cord 
connectivity tasks

l Immediate discovery of illegal 
connectivity occurrences

l Automatic email alert messages on any 
connectivity change

l Customisable data fields allow a 
customer to label their own field types to 
ensure full utilisation of rack connectivity

l Reveals critical information from the rack 
connectivity database by means of an 
easy-to-use search mechanism

l Utilisation panel for addressing the 
amount of available data ports

l History of chronological activities

l Username and password access

l The controller can support 288/576 ports 
per EPV™ Controller 

l Manage up to 576 ports with a single 
EPV™ Controller or

l Manage up to 4608 ports with the EPV™ 
Central fitted with 8 No. EPV™ Scouts

Key Capabilities

l Simple to set up – ‘plug-and-play’ with 
no software installation required 

l Up-to-date connectivity status 
monitored and maintained automatically 
in real-time 

l Immediate discovery of connectivity 
status changes 

l Data accessible on-site or remotely 
through a user-friendly GUI from Internet 
web-browsers 

l Supports RiT standard intelligent 
connectivity components 

l Easy upgrade to RiT’s PatchView IIM 
solution 

l CE, UL & RoHs compliant

Part Number Information

Description Part Number

EPV™ Central R3820112

EPV™ Scout R3820123

EPV™ Controller 12 R3820153

EPV™ Controller 24 R3820154

EPV™ Central

EPV™ Scout

EPV™ Controller
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EPV™ Empty Keystone Patch Panels
The RiT 1U empty Keystone Patch Panel can accommodate up to 24 UTP or STP Excel 
Keystone Toolless Jacks. The panel has been designed for ease of installation: simply 
terminate the jacks and snap them into place.  Different jack types may be mixed on the 
same panel for maximum flexibility.

Enhanced cable strain relief is provided by a cable retention tray at the back of the panel. 
The screened option also includes 24 leaf contacts for proper grounding requirements.

Features

l Modular design - the 1U panels 
accommodate up to 24 UTP or STP 
keystone-type jacks

l Simple assembly and installation - jacks 
are terminated separately and then 
mounted onto the panel 

l Models incorporating Excel Category 
6

A
 Screened (100-180) & Category 6 

screened (100-210) and unscreened 
(100-211 or 100-212) Keystone Toolless 
Jacks 

l Different jacks may be mixed on the 
same panel 

l The STP option includes 24 leaf contacts 
for proper grounding requirements

l The Scanner Attachment Cords are 
required to connect the EPV™ Modular 
Keystone Panels to the EPV™ Hardwares

EPV™ Capability

l Modular Keystone 24 Port Patch Panels, 
when used in conjunction with RiT’s 
EPV™ System, can scan the wiring centre 
configuration and subsequently report 
the connectivity status

l Patching information is displayed on the 
embedded web interface for cabling 
management and control

l LED indicators on panels identify any 
two ports patched together. Extremely 
useful for facilitating maintenance in 
small-to-mid size communication rooms 
which are over congested with patch 
cords

l LED-display guides the technician in 
performing Moves, Adds and Changes 
(MACs)

Part Number Information

Description Part Number

EPV™ UTP Keystone Patch Panel R3260080

EPV™ STP Keystone Patch Panel R3260081

Round Scanner Attachment Cord UTP 1.5m R3814015

Round Scanner Attachment Cord UTP 2.5m R3814025

Round Scanner Attachment Cord UTP 4m R3814040

Round Scanner Attachment Cord UTP 6m R3814060

Round Scanner Attachment Cord UTP 12m R3814120
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EPV™ Category 6 Patch Cords 
The EPV™ Category 6 Patch Cord conforms to ISO/IEC 11801 2nd edition, EN50173:2007 
and ANSI/TIA-568-C for Class E/Category 6 and it’s designed for high speed protocols 
such as ATM 622 Mbps and 1GBASE-T Gigabit Ethernet applications. The Patch Cord is 
comprised of a flexible patch lead cable and terminates with two modular plugs.  EPV™ 
Category 6 Patch Cable is a 100-ohm cable designed for high data rates for indoor 
installations. The cable is housed in a blue, PVC jacket.  An additional 26 AWG flexible, 
insulated conductor at the centre of the cable serves as a control wire, which carries the 
EPV™ scanning signal. As a result, scanning does not interfere with the data signal-carrying 
pairs.

At the heart of the Patch Cord is the EPV™ Category 6 Plug.  The plug is designed to ensure 
precision wire placement, providing superior performance.  With RiT’s Precesion Placement 
TechnologyTM (PPT), the EPV™ Category 6 Plug ensures high repeatability Cross-Talk 
performance.  The Category 6 EPV™ Plug provides the ninth-wire connectivity with the  
patch panel.

Unscreened and screened versions are available to suit the installation.

Features

l EPV™ Category 6 Patch Cords are used in 
cross-connect EPV™ applications

l Comprise a length of nine-wire flexible 
patch cable, terminated with two ten 
position RJ45 plugs at the ends with 
external ninth-contact

l EPV™ Category 6 Patch Cords feature 
non-molded flexible boots for enhanced 
life and reliability

l Anti-snag latch design

l Conform to 

l ISO/IEC 11801 2nd edition

l EN50173:2007

l ANSI/TIA -568-C for Class E/Category 6

l 100% tested at the factory

Design

Nominal diameter  6.0mm unscreened, 6.5mm screened

Storage Temperature -10° to +60°C

Operating Temperature -5° to +50°C 

Flammability Test  IEC 332-1 / UL 1581 VW-1

Part Number Information

Description Part Number

Category 6 Patch Cord UTP 1m R3282100

Category 6 Patch Cord UTP 2m R3282200

Category 6 Patch Cord UTP 3m R3282300

Category 6 Patch Cord UTP 5m R3282500

Category 6 Patch Cord STP 1m R3283100

Category 6 Patch Cord STP 2m R3283200

Category 6 Patch Cord STP 3m R3283300

Category 6 Patch Cord STP 5m R3283500
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EPV™ Category 6
A
 Patch Cords 

The EPV™ Category 6
A
 STP Patch Cord conforms to ANSI/TIA/EIA-568-B.2-10, ISO/IEC 

11801 2.1 edition and CENELEC EN50173 (200x) standards for Category 6
A
/CLASS EA with 

enhanced transmission properties, supporting 10GBase-T and all other high bandwidth 
digital applications with low BER up to 500 MHZ bandwidth. Comprised of flexible patch 
cable and terminating with two modular plugs, the EPV™ Category 6

A
 Patch Cord is a 100 

ohm cable designed for high data rates for indoor installations. The cable is housed in a 
blue LSZH jacket. An additional 26 AWG flexible, insulated conductor at the centre of the 
cable serves as a control wire, which carries the EPV™ scanning signal.

At the heart of the Patch Cord is the EPV™ Category 6
A
 Plug.  The plug is designed to ensure 

precision wire placement, providing superior performance.  With RiT’s Precesion Placement 
TechnologyTM (PPT), the EPV™ Category 6

A
 Plug ensures high repeatability Cross-Talk 

performance.  The Category 6
A
 EPV™ Plug provides the ninth-wire connectivity with the 

patch panel.

Unscreened and screened versions are available to suit the installation.

Features

l EPV™ Category 6
A
 Patch Cords are used 

in cross-connect EPV™ applications

l Comprise a length of nine-wire flexible 
patch cable, terminated with two fully 
shielded RJ45 plugs at each end with 
external ninth-contact

l The EPV™ Category 6
A
 Patch Cords 

feature non-molded flexible boots for 
enhanced life and reliability

l Conform to 

l ISO/IEC 11801 2nd edition

l EN50173:2007

l ANSI/TIA -568-C for Class  
EA/Category 6

A
/

l 100% tested at the factory

Design

Nominal diameter  6.0mm unscreened, 6.5mm screened

Storage Temperature -10° to +60°C

Operating Temperature -5° to +50°C  

Flammability Test  IEC 332-1 / UL 1581 VW-1

Part Number Information

Description Part Number

Category 6
A
 Patch Cord UTP 2m R3269200

Category 6
A
 Patch Cord UTP 3m R3269300

Category 6
A
 Patch Cord UTP 5m R3269500

Category 6
A
 Patch Cord STP 2m R3270200

Category 6
A
 Patch Cord STP 3m R3270300

Category 6
A
 Patch Cord STP 5m R3270500
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Excel Keystone Toolless Jacks 

Excel Category 6 Unscreened Keystone Jack – Toolless

The Excel Category 6 Unscreened Keystone Jack is an independently verified toolless 
termination RJ45 socket suitable for mounting in a range of housings from patch panels, 
faceplates and shutters to sub floor boxes, and work area distribution enclosures. The 
socket itself is housed in a high quality ABS plastic housing, which opens at the rear in a 
butterfly manner to reveal the IDC termination points. Once the conductors of the cable to 
be terminated are fed into a wire cap, the process is completed by snapping the ‘butterfly 
wings’ together with minimal, but firm pressure. 

Features

l Category 6 compliant

l Two piece, easy to use design

l Toolless termination

l Suitable for patch panel and faceplate 
mounting

l Suitable for installation in 37mm deep 
back box with bevelled faceplate

l Lifetime product warranty

l 25 year system warranty

Excel Category 6 Screened Keystone Jack – Toolless

The Excel Category 6 Screened Keystone Jack is an independently verified toolless 
termination RJ45 socket suitable for mounting in a range of housings from patch panels, 
faceplates and shutters to sub floor boxes, and work area distribution enclosures. The 
socket itself is housed in a high quality zinc die cast housing, which opens at the rear in a 
butterfly manner to reveal the IDC termination points. Once the conductors of the cable to 
be terminated are fed into a management cap, the process is completed by snapping the 
‘butterfly wings’ together with minimal, but firm pressure.

Features

l Category 6 compliant

l High quality die cast housing

l Toolless termination design

l Suitable for patch panel and faceplate 
mounting

l Suitable for installation in 37mm deep 
back box with bevelled faceplate

l Lifetime product warranty

l 25 year system warranty

l 360° shielding protects against alien 
crosstalk

l EC Verified

Part Number Information

Description Part Number

Excel Category 6 Screened Butterfly Style Toolless Keystone Jack  100-210

Part Number Information

Description Part Number

Excel Category 6 Unscreened Butterfly Style Toolless Keystone Jack - White 100-211

Excel Category 6 Unscreened Butterfly Style Toolless Keystone Jack - Black 100-212
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Excel Keystone Toolless Jacks 

Excel Category 6
A
 Screened Keystone Jack - Toolless

The Excel Category 6
A
 Screened Keystone Jack is a toolless termination RJ45 Keystone Jack 

suitable for mounting in a range of housings from patch panels, faceplates and shutters 
to sub floor boxes, and work area distribution enclosures. The socket itself is housed in a 
high quality zinc die cast housing, which opens at the rear in a butterfly manner to reveal 
the IDC termination points. Once the conductors of the cable are fed into a management 
cap, the termination process is completed by snapping the butterfly wings together with 
minimal, but firm pressure. 

Features

l High quality die cast housing

l Toolless termination design, quick, easy, 
consistent

l Suitable for patch panel and faceplate 
mounting

l EC verified

l Lifetime product warranty

l 25 year system warranty

l 360° shielding protects against alien 
crosstalk

l Suitable for 10 Gigabit, 10GBase-T, 
Ethernet applications

Part Number Information

Description Part Number

Excel Category 6
A
 Screened Butterfly Style Toolless Jack 100-180

Warranty
The RiT EPV™ products come as standard with a one year warranty.

This is enhanced by the Excel 25 year product and applications warranty that will cover the relevant Excel 
components within the installation.  

The Excel 25 year warranty can only be issued by an authorised Excel Cabling Partner who will have attended 
and passed a series of training programmes on a regular basis prior to being accredited. Each warranty 
application follows the same strict procedure, regardless of installation size, product or integrator involved. 
A detailed site registration form is completed by the integrator and provided to the Excel technical support 
team together with test data for each installed copper and, where applicable, optical link. Excel engineers audit 
this information carefully, not only looking at the electrical performance characteristics but also checking for 
correct tester settings, cable lengths and other potential anomalies.

Only when the Excel team is completely satisfied with the information provided will a warranty certificate be issued. Where 
necessary, and at their discretion, they may visit the installation to verify a particular fact, or audit the physical installation 
practices. If the site in question has chosen to adopt a pre-terminated solution, they require a minimum of 50% of each 
installed quantity of links to be tested on site.

The warranty is issued directly by Excel to the end user on approval of all of the relevant test documentation. From the date 
of issue of this documentation the installation and the products it comprises of are covered by a 25 year workmanship and 
applications warranty. In effect, the warranty received by Excel clients provides a bandwidth guarantee, regardless of the 
specific applications running over the network. Provided an application is designed to work within the bandwidth range 
of the installed grade of cable, it is covered. This means that customers can rely on the support of Excel and their chosen 
integrator to resolve any issues or concerns relating to the installation at any time during the warranty period.
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